Corporate Treasury

Post the financial crisis, treasury is rapidly changing from being a profit center to a more
meaningful support function to complement an organization's core business. The need for
liquidity and risk management alongside the protecting of core-business-generated income
makes treasury a nerve center of any business. With this transformation, unsurprisingly,
enhancing process efficiency becomes the top-most priority for any corporate treasurer.
As the financial markets emerge into a new cycle, there is a strong demand for solutions that
enable corporates to have a single system to cater to multiple asset classes, interface with
multiple trading platforms and markets, increase operating efficiency, enhance StraightThrough-Processing (STP) and lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). In addition, managing
treasury operations efficiently in a volatile corporate business environment requires highsensitivity towards treasury risks.
To help corporate and non-banking institutions to prevail over these challenges, we,
at Tata Consultancy Services offer the corporate treasury solution from TCS BaNCS, a multi-entity,
multi-currency, and multi-asset-class enabled integrated treasury solution. Built on Java EE
architecture, it ensures rapid implementation, lowers TCO and increases operational efficiency.

Overview

Benefits

The corporate treasury solution from TCS BaNCS Providing a solid foundation for business growth
with increased operational efficiency

Our treasury solution strengthens a firm's business
by enabling:

At present, treasury managers are looking to increase
operational efficiency, rationalize IT systems and
centralize operations, with an emphasis on STP to
reduce the operating cost. In order to achieve these, it
is vital for corporates to be equipped with appropriate
technology and processes to enable transformation
into a high-volume business with a wider reach.
An ideal treasury solution should reduce the usage of
multiple screens in a sub-process and enable the user
to complete 80% of primary tasks using minimum
screens to reduce operational costs and increase
efficiency. In chorus, treasuries are on the lookout for
integration of multiple technology platforms
(internally and externally) and restructuring of data
organization designs to ensure standardization and
enhanced STP. Treasury systems also need to enable
position data organization, smart pricing and
immediate transfer of positions for effective risk
mitigation.
The treasury solution from TCS BaNCS, with its
“personalized single workspace” enables users to
execute multiple tasks in a single window, reducing
operating time and cost, while increasing efficiency. In
addition, our highly advanced treasury solution
supports user configurable front-, mid-, and backoffice operations of a treasury. The solution supports
foreign exchange, money markets, fixed income,
equities and derivative asset classes. These functions
are accomplished with the ready interfaces for dealing
platforms, information providers, settlement networks
and agencies. The solution transforms traditional
processing-oriented firms to decision supportoriented organizations.

n

Increased operational efficiency - The
‘personalized single workspace’ feature of the
solution provides quick access to the right
information, at the right place, at the right time.
n

Quick pre-deal analytics and post-deal risk
performance analytics to enable decision
support. The ready interfaces for external
networks ensure STP of transactions while
increasing operations efficiency.

n

Reduced TCO - The Java EE platform agnosticism
and rapid implementation lowers the TCO and
allows users to choose the preferred operating
system. The solution has capabilities to handle
multiple treasury units across geographies.

n

Unified information - Enables comprehensive
functionality for processing a wide range of treasury
products in multiple currencies. With elaborate drill
downs, roll-ups, and 360-degree view, the solution
provides a complete picture of desks, books, and
folders.

n

Workflow management - The solution enables
configurable work flows for each stage of a
transaction life cycle in various asset classes and
offers online exposure exceptions set up in line with
the organizational structure of the treasury.

n

Single operational environment for treasury
functions - TCS BaNCS provides an integrated
solution for processing business operations. It
allows for sharing of common data and services
across business operations in the foreign exchange,
funds market, investment management (debt/fixed
income/gilts/equities/mutual funds investments)
and the derivatives market.

n

High cash visibility - Online monitoring of the
complete life cycle from pre-trade to settlements.
It also provides online liquidity projections, counter
party exposures, and foreign exchange positions.
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An overview of the treasury solution

Features
The treasury solution from TCS BaNCS offers a
highly benchmarked system, with both vertical and
horizontal scaling capabilities and tailored
deployments. The solution has flexible accounting and
MIS provisions that ensure quick compliance to
regulatory norms. The key features are:
n

A personalized single workspace
It provides a personalized single workspace to carry
out typical daily operations and reduces the
operating costs. This is an innovative paradigm shift
from menu-based navigation across multiple
screens

n

Innovative functional alignment
to the treasury front-office
The multi-level tree structured definition and trade
assignments to portfolios allows efficient risk and
reward attribution

n

Flexible and intuitive market curve management
Enables generation of synthetic curves by
combining more than one curve; advanced curve
blending, and curve fit techniques

n

Flexible and ‘open’ derivative structures
The ‘open’ derivative structures enable institutions
to introduce and manage new products efficiently

n

Rapid Compliance
Flexible accounting and MIS provisions allow
adequate support to comply with current regulatory
norms such as IFRS, Basel, and SOX

n

Hedge management
System is designed for corporate entities to load
underlying risk exposures and execute hedges and
dynamically check hedge effectiveness to cope with
the changing regulatory compliance

n

Dashboard for better governance,
risk management and compliance
A management dashboard for continuous risk
oversight by top management with near real-time
snapshot of treasury operations

n

'What if' and Scenario analysis
The system provides users the capability to facilitate
'what if' and scenario analysis on an existing
portfolio

n

Usability and Online Decision Support
The system provides usability features to ensure
effective utilization of prime-time business users.
It also provides online decision support with
applicable risk metrics, limit alerts for limit breaches
in the entire dealing room, pre- and post-deal
analytics, user-friendly audit trails and transaction
logs, smart query builder with sort, save and share
feature, along with export to Excel and PDF features.

n

Consolidation
The financial accounting module consolidates
accounts across branches and sub-branches of the
organization.

In a nutshell, It’s time for treasurers to move from
menu-based navigation by adapting personalized
workspace with the treasury solution from TCS BaNCS
in order to increase operational efficiency and reduce
TCO.

Why TCS BaNCS
The TCS BaNCS product suite for banking, capital markets and insurance enables business
transformation in financial services. Increasing operational efficiency and helping financial
institutions stay agile, our solutions deliver a competitive edge with unmatched certainty. We
aspire to be better than established benchmarks, which is why we have embedded an Alpha (“α”),
representing superior returns delivered to our customers, consciously and prominently within
our brand. The plug and play, component-based product suite consistently turns in impressive
benchmark results, with a fine-tuned, highly scalable technology architecture that supports
financial institutions with the highest capacities for transaction volumes, peak transactions per
second, and transaction history size. With such a track record, it is only natural that the TCS BaNCS
product suite can help financial institutions of any size gain a distinct, competitive edge.

Contact
To know how we can help you innovate, transform and experience certainty through our corporate
treasury solution, connect with us at www.tcs.com/bancs or tcs.bancs@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

